This paper is concerned with compactness and compactifications in the epireflective hull of the subcategory of extended pseudometric spaces of the category of approach spaces. Since in this context, compactness is epireflective, this provides a first characterization of a compactification which is the equivalent of the Cech-Stone compactification for topological spaces. An alternative construction of this compactification reveals that its topological coreflection is the Smirnov compactification of a canonically associated proximity relation. An interesting result which ensues is the extension of tJe Euclidean metric on the natural numbers to a distance on the underlying set of the Cech-Stone compactification which yields the Tech-Stone compactification as topological coreflection.
Introduction
This paper is a companion to our earlier work [S] in the sense that there we were concerned with completion of products of metric spaces and here we treat compactifications.
However our motivation in the present paper is somewhat different. Whereas the completion of a metric space is uniquely defined and again a metric space, there are many different compactifications of metrizable spaces none of which need to be"metrizable in general. Especially the most important compactification, i.e., the Cech-Stone compactification of a noncompact metrizable space (or any noncompact space for that matter) never is metrizable. Moreover even if some compactification is metrizable (e.g. the Alexandroff compactification of R> then unless the original metric was bounded it can never be extended to a compatible metric on the compactification. In this paper we show that by using the same technique as in our previous paper, i.e., embedding p-met" in the category AP of approach spaces and then considering its epireflective hull A, these problems can be overcome to a large extent. In Sections 2 and 3 we recall the main concepts of the theory of approach spaces which we shall require in the sequel. We take the opportunity also to comment on the relation of approach spaces with topological spaces, uniform spaces and proximity spaces. In Section 3 we further give a number of preliminary results and in Section 4 we construct a compactification in _H which is the categorical equivalent for approach spaces of the Cech-Stone compactification for topological spaces. Actually it coincides with the tech-stone compactification on TOP n _&', i.e., on all completely regular topological objects in AP. It also turns out that the topological coreflection of our compactification is the Smirnov compactification o,f an associated proximity. In Section 5, in the case of N, when Smirnov and Cech-Stone compactifications coincide we show that our construction gives an extension of the usual metric on N to a distance on pN in such a way that its topological coreflection is the Tech-Stone topology.
Approach spaces
Approach spaces, which were introduced in [6] , are spaces equipped with a structure which generalizes at the same time a topology (in the form of its associated closure operator) and a metric (in the form of its associated distance function between points and sets). They provide a natural setting for the solution of the problem that a product of metric spaces is not necessarily metrizable or that even when it is metrizable, then only exceptionally so by a metric which coincides with the original metrics on the component spaces. In order to explain this in detail we recall some concepts, and show how approach spaces are related with topological spaces and with extended pseudo-metric spaces.
Definitions 2.1. If X is a set, a map 6 : XX 2x + [0, ~1 is a distance on X if it satisfies (Dl) V'x EX: 6(x, @) = w, (D2) Vx EX, V/I E 2x: x EA =+6(x, A) = 0, (D3) Vx EX, for each finite family (Aj),,, of subsets of X: 6(x, U j,,Aj) = minjEJNxC, llj), (D4) Vx EX, V& > 0, V_4 E 2x: 6(x, A) < 6(x, A("') + E, where
A'"'= {XEX16(X, A) GE}.
The pair (X, S> is called an approach space.
If (x, 6,) and (Y, 6,) are approach spaces, a mapping f: X+ Y is called a contraction if it fulfils
The category with objects all approach spaces and morphisms all contractions, denoted AP, is a topological construct. For details on topological categories and their importance in mathematics we refer to [1, 4] . We recall that a category is called a construct if it is concrete over SET, i.e., if its objects are sets with a structure and its morphisms are certain functions between the underlying sets. A construct is called topological, if on any set there is only a set (as opposed to a proper class) of structures, if on any one-point set there is exactly one structure and if initial (and hence also final) structures exist. Since we shall often be dealing with subspaces and products, we need to describe initial structures in AP. For this it is useful to introduce the approach system, a concept which also axiomatizes AP.
A collection of lattice theoretical ideals @ : (A21 is  technical and conceptually uninteresting, but (Al) and (A3) explain the terminology. Each 4 E Q(x) is a numerical function whose value 4(y) in any point y EX has to be interpreted as "the distance from x to y according to 4". Of course then (Al) has to hold. (A3) says that a triangle inequality, for all the local distances as a whole, also is fulfilled.
Approach systems and distances (as neighborhoods and closure operators in topology) are different, but equivalent, instances of the same structure. How we go from one to the other is given by the following formulas. If (X, 8) is an approach space, an approach system is associated with 6 in the following way: for each x EX, put @8(x):=(4:X-+[0,~]ltlAt2x:~i~~4(a)~8(x,A)}.
Conversely,
any approach system @ = (Q(x)), E x on X determines a distance 6, on X defined by 6,(x, A) := sup inf 4(a) Vx EX, VA E 2x.
4E@(X) a64
Moreover we have that 6,s = 6 and Gs, = @. Thus an approach space can be given as a set equipped with either a distance 6 or an approach structure (Q(x)>, E x.
A basis for an approach system (@(x>),,, on X is a family A := (A(x)),,, such that Vx E X, A(x) c Q,(x) is a basis for an ideal in [O, 001~ which generates @3(x) in the sense that: QE@(X),V&, NER T, 3A En(x): 4 AN<h fs.
Such a basis contains all the essential information about the approach structure: given a basis (A(x)),,, for the approach system, we can recover not only the entire ideal of the local distances but also the associated distance 6 by 6(x, A) = sup$ E n(xjinfa E A 4(a) for all x E X and for all A E 2x. There is also an easy characterization of morphisms in terms of the approach system: If (@,.Jx)),,~ is an approach system on X and (Q,(y)), E y is an approach system on Y with basis (A,(Y)),,., then a mapping f : X+ Y is a contraction if and only if
In the following proposition, initial structures in AP are described by means of a basis for their approach system. If J is a set, 2 (J) denotes the set of finite subsets of J. Actually TOP is even embedded as a bireflective subcategory of AP (a property worth noting since most familiar categories as e.g. TOP and UNIF do not have simultaneously bireflectively and coreflectively embedded subcategories). Since, however, we shall not require the TOP-bireflection in this paper, we refrain from recalling it.
It is also useful to know that there is another description of the TOP-coreflection of an approach space, in terms of the approach system rather than in terms of the distance. If (A(x)>, E x is a basis for the approach system, the collection Again it is useful to know that we can characterize, this time not the p-met"-coreflection, but rather, the embedding of an m-p-metric space in terms of its approach system. If (X, d) E [p-met"), the approach system associated with S, is given by @d(x) := {A ,<d(x, .)}, in other words a basis for the approach system is given by ({d(x, . >)), t x 161. As in the preceding two theorems we often use the same notation for a topological or a co-p-metric space and its embedding in AP. The following result gives internal characterizations of topological and metric objects in AP. V'x E X, for each family ( Aj)j,, of subsets of X:
Products of metric spaces
Approach spaces are not only related to topological and metric spaces as we have seen in the foregoing section, but, equally important for the investigations of the present paper, also to uniform and proximity spaces. However, whereas approach spaces form an immediate generalization of both topological and metric spaces, their relationship to uniform and proximity spaces is considerably more intricate. We shall therefore, in this section, restrict ourselves to pointing out those relationships which are of immediate interest for the present paper.
Generally the product of a family of a-p-metric spaces in AP fails to be an w-p-metric space. If (Xi, dijiEI is a family of nonempty m-p-metric spaces, let X = nj E rXi be the Cartesian product, with pri : X + Xi the canonical projections. The product of (Xi, di)i,I is (pri: (X, 6) + (Xi, d,)ji, I, where a basis for the approach system C@(x)>, E x is given by Then for x E X and A c X, we have Since the topological coreflection of (X,, dj) is the p-metrizable space (Xi, Yd,),), and the topological coreflection of (X, 6) is the product of the spaces <Xj, 7, 1, the problem that p-met" is not closed for the formation of products is solved by replacing co-p-metrics by approach structures; i.e., embedding p-met" in AP. For this reason approach spaces (X, S,) which are isomorphic with a subspace of a product of a family of m-p-metric spaces are of particular interest. They constitute J, the epireflective hull of p-met" in AP, a subcategory which was already introduced in [8] .
A family 9 of w-p-metrics on X generates (X, S> when (1) 6(x, A) = supdE9inf., .d(x, a>, Vx E X, VA E 2x. (2) ~3 is closed for the formation of finite suprema.
If a family 9 fulfilling (1) exists, the family consisting of finite suprema of elements of $8 generates (X, 6). Further note that if 9 generates (X, 6) then the family W={dAnldE9,nEN} also generates (X, S), and 9' consists of bounded pseudo-metrics.
Remark that in [3] uniform structures are introduced as families 9 of pseudometrics fulfilling property (2) above, and another property which implies that if d ~9 and (Y > 0 then also od ~9. This shows at the same time a relationship with uniform structures and a fundamental difference, since it is this second property which destroys any numerical notion of distance.
Subsets of R will be regarded as ( is a subfamily of .9*(X) which generates (X, S). These considerations lead to the following characterization of Aobjects:
Proposition 3.1. For an approach space (X, S) the following are equivalent:
(1) (X, S)ElLl. Again we make the convention that in AP topological properties refer to the topological coreflection. The subcategory of ~8' consisting of Hausdorff (or separated) objects is denoted L&~.
A family 9 of m-p-metrics on X is said to separate points provided that for two distinct points x and y in X there is a d ~23 such that d(x, y) > 0. A family c%' of real-valued contractions on (X, S) is called point-separating if for two distinct points x and y in X there is a g EL? such that g(x) #g(y). (1) (X, S) E IL2 I. Proof. in order to prove that (4) implies (51, let RF* be the product of ((R,, d,)), t s*(x) where R, = R for each g E S'*(X), and consider the map e:X+R9* determined by pr, 0 e =g, for all g E~Y*(X). e is a monomorphism since 9*(X> separates points, and it is an embedding since g*(X) generates ( (1) (X, S> is isomorphic to a closed subspace of a product of compact subsets of (R, d,).
(2) (X, 8) is compact.
Proof. That (1) implies (2) is a consequence of the fact that an isomorphism of approach spaces induces a homeomorphism between the topological coreflections. For the proof that (2) implies (1) assume that (X, 6,) is an AZ-object with a compact topological coreflection.
For each g E F*(X) let Z, be a compact subset of R containing the image of g. If e is the canonical embedding of (X, 8,) in the product of the family (I,, d,), E F*Cx) then e(X) is compact, hence closed. 0 Proposition 3.5. The full and isomoiphism closed subcategory of A?'* whose objects are compact is an epireflective subcategory of ~9'~.
Proof. Indeed from Propositions 3.2 and 3.3 we may conclude that it is the epireflective hull in d2 of the family of bounded subsets of R. q
If cREG denotes the category of completely regular topological spaces, and if TX; denotes the category of the Tychonoff topological spaces, i.e., the subcategory of TOP whose objects are completely regular and T,, then from the previous results we may conclude that .L% and dz play a similar role in AP as cREG respectively T3+ do in TOP. Moreover, as is proven in [8], topological objects in & or _Hz are exactly the completely regular spaces (respectively Tychonoff spaces). This again is an indication of the relation which exists between uniformities and approach structures in A'.
If 9 is a family of m-p-metrics which generates (X, 6) then LB induces a uniformity Z/(9) on X which is compatible with the topological coreflection of (X, 6) . By way of this uniformity, each such family induces a proximity relation on X as well. In the future we will have more recourse to the proximity structure. For terminology and results we refer to [9] . The following result demonstrates the relationship which exists between approach structures in JL? and the proximity associated with it via ?Y(_c~;>. The proximity A g actually is the proximity induced by %(_$3->. So given 6 and g as above, the following are equivalent:
(1) (X, A a) is a separated proximity space.
(2) (X, s> E IM* 1. If A A 9B then A and B are called L3-proximal.
In the other case we write A&J?. while A and B obviously are not proximal in the usual structure, so A g is strictly finer than A 9t, and '%(B) is strictly finer than %/(8').
AZ-compactifications
Definition 4.1. An Al-compactification of an approach space X is a pair (X', e> where X' is a compact AZ-object, and e : X +X' is a dense embedding. In most cases it is clear from the context how X is embedded in X'; then we will refer to X' as a compactification. is an isomorphism.
Proposition 4.2. Every A*-compactification of (X, 6) E 1~2'~ 1 is of type e,X for some subfamily F of 59 *.
Proof. Consider an &z-compactification (X', a) of X and let 3' be any subfamily of ZY*(X') for which As e,, is continuous, X' = a(X) is mapped to e,(X) = e,X. Moreover e,, : X' + e,X is onto, the image being a closed subset of e,X containing e,(X).
We conclude that X' is isomorphic with e,X. 
Theorem 4.3. Every (X, 6) E ) ~4'~ 1 h as an &!'z-compactification ((X', a,,), e') with the following equivalent properties :
(
1) For every f ES'*(X) there exists a uniquefEL?*(X') such thatfo e'=f. (2) For each contraction g from (X, 6) into a compact AZ-space (Y, 6,) there exists a unique contraction g : (X', 6,,) + (Y, 6,) such that g 0 e' = g. This compactifiication is essentially unique: Any other Jz-compactification of (X, 6) with these properties is isomorphic with (Xl, 6,,) under an isomorphism which leaves X poin twise fixed.
Proof. If (X, 6,) E 1 A2 II consider the A',-compactification e,*X.
For each f E 5* let f : eg* X + R be the restriction of the canonical projection prf. Then f 0 egr = f holds.
If h ~L??*(e,*x) is another such extension then the set {x l wXIf(4 =hW} is a closed subspace of e,*X containing eg* (X), hence f = h follows. This proves the existence of an kz-compactification satisfying (1). Since _&!'; is generated by the bounded subsets of R (Proposition 2.9, equivalence of (I) and (2) can be proved by essentially the same argumentation as in TOP. (For example, see [3] .)
Finally we show that such an .k'z-compactification is unique: If ((Xi, S,>, e,) and ((X,, S,), e,) are &z-compactifications of (X, S) both fulfilling (2) then we can find contractions $* :(X1, 6,) -+ (X,, 6,) and $i :(X,, 6,) -+ (Xi, 8,) such that e2 = r+!~~ 0 e, and e, = $i 0 e2.
As e, and e2 are monomorphisms, it follows that
The following characterization of eg* X is a consequence of Propositions 3.4 and 3.5 and the foregoing theorem. is the epireflection of (X, 6) in the subcategory of the compact _d2-spaces.
Remark.
Another characterization of (e,*X, a,*) is given as follow: If (LX,, a,), e,) and (LX,, &I, e,) are .&?z-compactifications of (X, 8) E 1 &Y2 1 we say that (X,, 6,) is larger than (X,, 6,) if and only if there exists a contraction g :(X,+5,) + (X,, 6,) such that g 0 e, = e2. Then ((e,*X, ag*), es*) is the largest J2-compactification of (X, 8).
None of the previous characterizations give a concrete description of (eg*X, 6,,) in case (X, 8) is not compact. An alternate, more tangible, description of &z-compactifications in general will follow. a> I bEB gs/t so a,* attains no other values than 0 and 00, and we conclude that e,=+X is topological.
q If (X, 6,) E 1 A"* 1, the topological coreflection of (e,*X, a,*) is a compactification of the topological coreflection of (X, 8,). Generally it is strictly coarser than the Stone-&h compactification, reflecting the fact that the topological coreflector is not full, or that Z?*(X) is a subclass of C*(X). Another description of (e,*X, a,,) will make clear that clusters (for a well-chosen proximity relation on X) rather than maximal z-filters represent the points of e,*X. It was shown in Proposition 4.2 that each &z-compactification of (X, S) E 1 A?'~ ( is isomorphic with (e:7X, 6,), for some F-c.??*(X) generating (X, 6). Then (e,X, 6,) is generated by the collection of bounded pseudo-metrics q$ := (iE;lprg(.) -pr,(.) IIAe2("').
while (X, 6) itself is generated by gY. Then it is clear that eF : (x, A gy) + (e,X, A _qg)
is an embedding of proximity spaces. Especially, if p is a cluster in (X, A 9n,) then {e,(A) 1 A Ep} generates a cluster in (e,,X, h 9nb). As a compact Hausdorff space has only one compatible proximity, we have and each cluster in (e,,X, A 9g > has a unique cluster point. In order to simplify the notations, in the sequel we will identify points of X with the corresponding points in e,X.
Given (X, 6) E I&z 1 and FcZY*(X) which generates (X, S>, let K,~X denote the collection of clusters in (X, A .+> and let That the embedding is dense follows from the fact that X belongs to each cluster In order to prove that e,,X and K,~X are isomorphic, we need a preliminary result which holds for A-objects in general. We now define V : K~X+ e,X to be the map which assigns to each cluster p E K,~X the unique adherence point of the unique cluster in e,X which contains P. This proves that ?P is an isomorphism. 0
The question we now ask is when there exists an _&'2-compactification such that the topological coreflection is the Cech-Stone compactification.
The description of -compactifications in terms of clusters is useful in this context. It is clearly sufficient to restrict our attention to e,*X. Proof. We already know that the topological coreflection of e,*X is isomorphic with the Smirnov compactification of (X, A 9,v*>. Obviously, A g; is finer than n ss* but in fact they coincide. By the same argumentation we find that $( 9-, A) = rX for each ST E N" and for each bounded subset A of N.
For each n E N, the set A, = In, n + 1, . . .) belongs to each nonconvergent ultrafilter.
As a consequence we have that points of N are extremely isolated in PM We can prove even more.
Theorem 5.1. Zf 9, 3' E N* and k E N then ap(9, {A?)) = k e 9 = 17 f k.
Proof. Indeed S,(9, {9+ k}) G k follows directly from the fact that F + k c Fck)
for all FE 9. For the converse inequality, note that each ultrafilter F on N contains precisely one of the restclasses Zi, i = 0, 1,. . . ,2k -1, where Zi = (2kn + iln E NJ.
If L? contains Z, and j' = j + k (mod 2k) then 9 + k contains Z,,, and This proves that 6,(9', IF+ k}) = k. From this 6,(3-k, {F}> = k follows at once, since 6,(~7, {Y-k}) = 6,(Sr + k, {Y}) = k.
In order to prove necessity, assume that S,(3, {5?}> Q k < 00. Select i and j in 10,. . . , 2k) such that the rest class (2k + 1)N + i E Y and (2k + l)N + j E 5'. Then abaseof~isgivenby~~=(FnZ,(F~~,and~~:=(Fn(2k+l)N+jIF~ 37) is a basis for 3'. For each A ~9~
we can find B ~9~ such that B CA(~). Now there is a unique le{-k ,..., -l,O, l,..., k} such that i + 1 zj (mod 2k + 1). Then B c {a + II a EA} holds, so 9+ I is contained in 37. It follows that Y+ I= 37. Now by the first part of the proof, if S,(st, 9) = k then 11) = k. q For example, if m2 : N + N : n -2n and sty N* then 6,(9, {m,(9))> = ~0, for m, (9) is not a translation of St. The definition of Y+ k is equivalent with the one van Douwen [lo] used to construct an extension of the usual addition in N. This was done as follows. Fixing FE N * we have a contraction f : N_+ PN: k + F+ k which actually is an embedding. So f has a unique extension f : pN -+ /?FV: 27 + F + 27. The binary operation + on pN is an extension of ordinary addition in N, which is associative. Considered as a function /?N x @IV * /3N it is only left continuous, and no extension exists which is both left continuous and right continuous. Van Douwen proved that N* + N* is nowhere dense in N*. The context of (N, 8,) admits, after slight modifications of the proof, some extensions of this remarkable fact. For example: for all y1 E N, we have that (N* + N*Yn) is nowhere dense in N*. Actually the following is true:
Theorem 5.2. U _JN* + N*)cn) is nowhere dense in N*.
Proof.
A basis for the topology of N * is given by (Al A is an infinite subset of N}, where A= (FE N*lA E 9). If A is an infinite subset of N, we can fii an increasing sequence (snjn in A such that s ,+,>2s,+3n
VnEN.
(1) Put S=(s,ln~N}and Sn={sml m > n}. If II E N then S'"' belongs to no element of N * + N *. Indeed suppose that S'"' E 9 + 59' for some F, 9 E N *. Then necessarily Sr) E ST + ZY', for S (n) -Sr) is a finite set. Then we can find B E ZY fulfilling VbEB,3F/,e9: F,+bcS$"'.
First fix k and 1 E B such that kt2n<l.
FurtherletC, DE9suchthatC+kcS$"and D+IcSy'.AsCn7DEisan infinite set there is an i E C n D such that i a 1. Then i + k E Sr), so s, -n G i + k G s, + n holds for some m 2 ~1. Using (21, we find that s,+n<i+1.
On the other handwe have l<i<i+k<s,+n, so i+I~2i=~2.~,+2n<s,+, n, by (1). Together with (3) we obtain that s, + y1 < i + 1< s,+~ -n. So i + 1 P ;?I, contradicting the fact that i + 1 ED + 1. It follows that N -Scn) belongs to each element of N* + N *. As a consequence, if 9-g U n E &W* + N*)'"' then S G 9. In other words, S is an infinite subset of A such that
Sn ( IlEN
This proves the statement. 0
